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Abstract. In the past a number of I/O-efficient algorithms were designed to solve a problem on a static data set. However, many data
sets like social networks or web graphs change their shape frequently.
We provide experimental results of the first external-memory dynamic
breadth-first search (BFS) implementation based on earlier theoretical
work [13] that crucially relies on a randomized clustering. We refine this
approach using a new I/O-efficient deterministic clustering, which groups
vertices in a level-aligned hierarchy and facilitates easy access to clusters
of changing sizes during the BFS updates. In most cases the new externalmemory dynamic BFS implementation is significantly faster than recomputing the BFS levels after an edge insertion from scratch.
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Introduction

Breadth first search (BFS) is a fundamental graph traversal strategy. It can be
viewed as computing single source shortest paths on unweighted graphs. BFS
decomposes the input graph G = (V, E) of n = |V | nodes and m = |E| edges
into at most n levels where level i comprises all nodes that can be reached from
a designated source s via a path of i edges, but cannot be reached using less
than i edges.
The objective of a dynamic graph algorithm is to efficiently process an online
sequence of update and query operations; see [11, 15] for overviews of classic
and recent results. In this paper we consider dynamic BFS for the incremental
setting where additional edges are inserted one-by-one. After each edge insertion
the updated BFS level decomposition has to be output.
At first sight, dynamic BFS on sparse graphs might not seem interesting
since certain edge insertions could require Ω(n) updates on the resulting BFS
levels, implying that the time needed to report the changes is in the same order
of magnitude as recomputing the BFS levels from scratch using the standard
?
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linear time BFS algorithm. The situation, however, is completely different in
the external-memory setting, where the currently best static BFS implementations take much more time to compute the BFS levels as compared to reporting
them, i.e. writing them to disk. Thus, providing a fast dynamic alternative is
an important step towards a toolbox for external-memory graph computing. In
this paper we report on the engineering of an external-memory dynamic BFS
implementation (based on earlier theoretical work [13]). To this end a modified
external-memory clustering method tuned to our needs has been developed, too.
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I/O-Model and Related Work

Computation model. Theoretical results on out-of-core algorithms typically
rely on the commonly accepted external-memory (EM) model by Aggarwal and
Vitter [1]. It assumes a two level memory hierarchy with fast internal memory
having a capacity to store M data items (e.g., vertices or edges of a graph) and a
slow disk of infinite size. In an I/O operation, one block of data, which can store B
consecutive items, is transferred between disk and internal memory. The measure
of performance of an algorithm is the number of I/Os it performs. The number
of I/Os needed to read N contiguous items from disk is scan(N ) = Θ(N/B). The
number of I/Os required to sort N items is sort(N ) = Θ((N/B) logM/B (N/B)).
For all realistic values of N , B, and M , scan(N ) < sort(N )  N .
Review of Static and Dynamic EM BFS Algorithms. There has been a
significant number of publications on external-memory graph algorithms; see [3,
16] for recent overviews. In the following we shortly review the external memory
MM BFS algorithm by Mehlhorn and Meyer [12] and its dynamic extension [13].
In order to keep the description simple, we concentrate on edge insertions on
already connected undirected sparse graphs with n=|V | vertices and m = |E| =
O(|V |) edges.
MM BFS. The MM BFS algorithm consists of two phases – a preprocessing
phase and a BFS phase. In the preprocessing phase, the algorithm has to produce a clustering. This can be done with an Euler Tour technique based on an
arbitrary spanning tree T of the graph G. In case T is not part of the input, it
can be obtained using O((1 + log log (B · n/m)) · sort(n + m)) I/Os [6]. Initially,
each undirected edge of T is replaced by two oppositely directed edges. Then, in
order to construct the Euler tour around this bi-directed tree, each node chooses
a cyclic order [7] of its neighbors. The successor of an incoming edge is defined to
be the outgoing edge to the next node in the cyclic order. The tour is then broken
at a special node (say the root of the tree) and the elements of the resulting list
are then stored in consecutive order using an external memory list-ranking algorithm; Chiang et al. [8] showed how to do this in sorting complexity. Thereafter,
the Euler tour is chopped into clusters of µ nodes and duplicates are removed
such that each node only remains in the first cluster it originally occurs; again
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this requires a couple of sorting steps. By construction, the distance in G between any two vertices belonging to the same cluster is bounded by µ − 1 and
there are O(n/µ) clusters.
For the BFS phase, the key idea is to load whole preprocessed clusters into
some efficient data structure (hot pool) at the expense of few I/Os, since the
clusters are stored contiguously on disk and contain vertices in neighboring BFS
levels. This way, the neighboring nodes N (l) of some BFS level l can be computed by scanning only the hot pool. The next BFS level is obtained by removing those nodes visited in levels l − 1 and l from N (l); see [14]. However,
as the algorithm proceeds, newly discovered neighbor nodes may belong to so
far unvisited clusters. Unstructured I/Os are required to import those clusters
into the hot pool, from where they are gradually evicted again once they have
been used to create the respective BFS levels. Maintaining the hot pool itself
requires O(scan(n + m) · µ) I/Os, whereas importing
√ the clusters into it accounts
B yields an I/O-complexity of
for O(n/µ
+
sort(n
+
m))
I/Os.
Choosing
µ
=
√
O(n/ B + sort(n)) for the BFS-phase on sparse graphs.

Dynamic BFS. In the following we review the high-level ideas to computing
BFS on general undirected sparse graphs in an incremental setting. Let us consider the insertion of the ith edge (u, v) and refer to the graph (and the shortest
path distances from the source in the graph) before and after the insertion of
this edge as Gi−1 (di−1 ) and Gi (di ), respectively.
We run the BFS phase of MM BFS, with the difference that the adjacency list
for v is added to the hot pool H when creating BFS level max{0, di−1 (v) − α} of
Gi , for a certain advance α > 1. By keeping the adjacency lists sorted according
to node distances in Gi−1 this can be done I/O-efficiently for all nodes v featuring
di−1 (v) − di (v) ≤ α. For nodes with di−1 (v) − di (v) > α, we import whole
clusters containing their adjacency lists into H using unstructured I/Os. Each
such cluster must comprise the adjacency lists of Ω(α) nodes whose mutual
distances in Gi−1 are bounded by µ = Θ(α), each vertex belongs to exactly one
cluster. If the BFS phase for the currently used value of α would require more
than α · n/B random cluster accesses, we increase α by a factor of two, compute
a new clustering for Gi−1 with larger chunk size µ and start a new attempt by
repeating the whole approach with the increased parameters.
Meyer [13] proved an amortized high-probability bound of O(n/B 2/3 +sort(n)·
log B) I/Os per update under a sequence of Θ(n) edge insertions. The analysis
relies on the fact that there can be only be very few updates in which the BFS
levels change significantly for a large number of nodes. If it can be guaranteed
that each cluster loaded into the pool actually carries Ω(α) vertices, most of the
updates will require few cluster fetches in early attempts with small advance.
Unfortunately, the standard Euler tour based clustering method described
above might produce very unbalanced clusters: in fact Ω(n/µ) clusters may
contain only a single vertex each. A randomized clustering approach [13] repairs
this deficiency as follows:
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Each vertex v in the spanning tree Ts is assigned an independent binary
random number r(v) with P[r(v) = 0] = P[r(v) = 1] = 1/2. When removing
duplicates from the Euler tour, instead of storing v in the cluster related to
the chunk with the first occurrence of a vertex v, now we only stick to its first
occurrence iff r(v) = 0 and otherwise (r(v) = 1) store v in the cluster that
corresponds to the last chunk of the Euler tour v appears in. For chunk size
µ > 1 and each but the last chunk, the expected number of kept vertices is at
least µ/8.
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Challenges and New Results

The dynamic BFS approach in
√[13] applies several clusterings of different values
for µ (say µ = 21 , 22 , 23 , . . . , B) for the same input graph. In fact, for incremental dynamic BFS on already connected graphs, these clusterings could be
re-used for all subsequent edge insertions. Unfortunately, while the theoretical
EM model assume external space to be of unlimited size, this is not true in reality. In fact, due to disk space limitations it may often be impossible to keep even
a few different clusterings at the same time. On the other hand, even though it
will not harm the theoretical worst-case bounds, re-computing the same clusterings over and over again could actually become the dominating part of the I/O
numbers we see in practice: for example in improved static BFS implementations
of [4, 12], the preprocessing for graph clustering often takes more time than the
actual BFS phase, although the latter comes with a significantly higher asymptotic I/O-bound than the preprocessing in the worst case. In addition, the old
clustering method described above crucially relies on randomization. Thus, the
improved deterministic clustering we propose in Section 4 features both practical
and theoretical advantages.
As already mentioned in Section 2 the theoretical I/O bounds for the dynamic EM BFS algorithm in [13] are amortized over sequences of Θ(n) edge
insertions. Hence, single updates could theoretically become as costly as with
the static EM-BFS approach, and the hidden constants might be even worse.
On the other hand, edge insertions with little effect on the resulting BFS levels should hopefully be manageable with significantly less I/O. In our practical
experiments we consider such extreme cases on several graph classes. While our
dynamic BFS implementation was never slower than a factor of 1.25 compared
to static BFS, we have also experienced cases where dynamic BFS outperformes
the static re-computation by more than a factor of 70.

4

Level-aligned Hierarchical Clustering

The high level idea for our hierarchical clustering is rather easy: we renumber
each vertex with a new bit representation hbr , . . . , bq+1 , bq , . . . , b1 i that is interpreted as a combination of prefix hbr , . . . , bq+1 i and suffix hbq , . . . , b1 i. Different
prefixes denote different clusters, and for a concrete prefix (cluster) its suffixes
denote vertices within this cluster. Depending on the choice of q we get the whole
4

spectrum between few larger clusters (q big) or many small clusters (q small).
In particular we would like the
√ following to hold:
For any 1 ≤ µ = 2q ≤ B, (1) there are dn/µe clusters, (2) each cluster
comprises µ vertices (one cluster may have less vertices), and (3) for any two
vertices u and v belonging to the same cluster, their distance in G is O(µ).
In order to make this work the new vertex numbers will have to be carefully
chosen. Additionally, a look-up table is built that allows to find the sequence of
disk blocks for adjacency lists of the vertices associated with a concrete cluster
using O(1) I/Os.

u
u
v1

v1

u
v2

Fig. 1: Sibling-Merge

w1

v2

v1

w2

Fig. 2: Parent-Merge

Fig. 3: Complex merge example

In order to group close-by vertices into clusters (such that an appropriate
renumbering can take place) we start withl an arbitrary
spanning tree Ts0 rooted
√ m
at source vertex s. Then we work in p = log B phases, each of which transforms the current tree Tsj into a new tree Tsj+1 having d|Tsj |/2e vertices. (The
external-memory
BFS algorithms considered here only use clusters up to a size
√
of B vertices so this construction is stopped after p phases. The hierarchical
clustering approach imposes no limitations and can be applied for up to dlog ne
phases for other applications.) The tree shrinking is done using time-forward
processing [5, 8] from the leaves toward the root (for example by using negated
BFS numbers for the vertices Tsj ). Consider the remaining leaves v1 , . . . , vk with
highest BFS numbers and common parent vertex u in Tsj . If k is even then v1
and v2 will form a cluster (and hence a vertex in Tsj+1 ), v3 and v4 will be combined, v5 and v6 , etc. (sibling-merge, see Figure 1). In case k is odd, v1 will be
combined with u (parent-merge, Figure 2) and (if k ≥ 3) v2 with v3 , v4 with v5 ,
etc. Merged vertices are removed from Tsj and therefore any vertex is a leaf at
the time it is reached by TFP, e.g. node w1 shown in Figure 3 was already consumed by vertex w2 , so it is no longer available at the time v1 , v2 get processed.
Thus, each vertex of Tsj+1 is created out of exactly two vertices from Tsj , except
for the root which may only consist of the root from Tsj . Note that the original
graph vertices kept in a cluster are not necessarily direct neighbors but they do
have short paths connecting them in the original graph. The following lemma
makes this more formal:
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Lemma 1. The vertices of Tsj form clusters in the original graph having size
size(j) = 2j (excluding the root vertex which may be smaller), maximum depth
(j)

depth

= 2j − 1, and maximum diameter diam

(j)

= 2j+1 − 2.

Proof. By induction (obvious for size(j) ). The clusters defined by Ts0 consist of
(0)

(0)

exactly one vertex each and satisfy diam = 0 and depth = 0. For j > 0,
three ways of merging a vertex v1 have to be considered (with a sibling ({v1 , v2 }),
the parent ({v1 , u}) or not merged at all ({v1 })), resulting in
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Note that while diam and depth denote the maximum diameter and depth
possible for a cluster with 2j vertices the actual values may be much smaller. t
u
The hierarchical approach produces a clustering with (1) Θ(n/µ) clusters
each having (2) size√Θ(µ) (excluding the root cluster) and (3) diameter O(µ) for
each 1 ≤ µ = 2q ≤ B.
Details on the construction of Tsj+1 . Two types of messages (connect(id) and
merged (id)) are sent during the time-forward processing. When vertices are combined, the vertex visited first sends the ID of the new vertex in Tsj+1 to the other
one in a merged () message. The connect() messages are used to generate edges
of Tsj+1 using the new IDs. The merged () message (if any) of a vertex is sorted
before the connect() messages of that vertex, so checking whether the current
minimal entry in the priority queue has received such a message can be done in
O(1).
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Renumbering the vertices. The p phases of contracting the spanning tree each
contribute one bit of the new vertex number hbr , . . . , bp+1 , bp , . . . , b1 i. The construction of Tsj+1 defines the bit bj+1 for the vertices from Tsj to be 0 for the left
and 1 for the right child in case of a sibling-merge, to be 0 for the parent and 1
for the child in case of a parent-merge, and to be 1 for the root vertex (unless
it was already merged with another vertex). After p contraction phases Tsp with
c = dn/2p e vertices/clusters remain. The remaining (r − p) bits are assigned by
computing BFS numbers (starting with (2dlog2 ce − c) at the root) for the vertices
of Tsp . These BFS numbers are inserted (in their binary representation) as the
bits hbr , . . . , bp+1 i of the new labels for the vertices of Tsp .
To efficiently combine the label bits from different phases and propagate
them to the vertices of G again time-forward processing can be applied. The trees
Tsp , . . . , Ts0 will be revisited in that order and vertices of Tsj can be processed e.g.
in BFS order and each vertex v of Tsj will combine the label bits received from
Tsj+1 with the bit assigned during the construction phase and then send messages
with its partial label to the vertices in Tsj−1 it comprises. The resulting new
vertex numbering of G will cover the integers from [n0 −n, n0 ) where n0 = 2dlog2 ne .
There will be a single gap [0, n0 − n) (unless n is a power of two) that can be
easily excluded from storage by applying appropriate offsets when allocating and
accessing arrays. Thereafter the new labeling has to be propagated to adjacency
lists of G and the adjacency lists have to be reordered (O(sort(n + m)) I/Os).
Assuming the adjacency lists are stored as an adjacency array sorted by
vertex numbers (two arrays, the first with vertex information, e.g. offsets into the
edge information; the second with edge information, e.g. destination vertices),
x
)
there is no need for an extra index structure to retrieve any cluster in O(1 + B
I/Os where x is the number of edges in that particular cluster. This is possible
because all vertices
of a cluster are numbered contiguously (for all values of
√
1 ≤ µ = 2q ≤ B) and the numbers of the first and last vertex in a cluster can
be computed directly from the cluster number (and cluster size µ).
Lemma 2. For an undirected connected graph G with n vertices, m edges, and
given spanning tree Ts the Hierarchical Bottom-Up Clustering for all cluster sizes
1 ≤ µ = 2q ≤ n can be computed using O(sort(n)) I/Os for constructing the new
vertex labeling and O(sort(n + m)) I/Os for the rearrangement of the adjacency
lists of G.
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Implementation details of dynamic BFS

In the theoretical design of dynamic BFS the single parameter α was used to
control the following quantities: the size of the clusters, the timer threshold (to
avoid that elements are kept in the hot pool during the whole computation after
a previous cluster fetch of the same element) and the number of levels that are
prefetched into the hot pool. In our implementation we used two parameters
α1 and α2 instead. The number of levels that are fetched into the hot pool is
denoted by α1 whereas the size of the clusters is controlled by α2 . The timer
values are given by a simple approximation of the cluster diameter.
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We split the original hot pool into two hot pools – one for the fetched levels
(denoted as H) and one for the loaded clusters (denoted as HC). The elements
in the two hot pools have different properties (for example the cluster id and
the timer are needed in HC but not in H) and we were able to measure random
I/Os from cluster fetches and sequential I/Os from feeding H with new levels
and removing consumed or outdated entries separately.
For the insertion of an edge (v1 , v2 ) into the graph we made the following
observation. Let l1 be the level of the vertex v1 and l2 the level of vertex v2 and
w.l.o.g be l1 ≤ l2 . The first level f1 with possible improvements for the BFS
1
levels is given by f1 = l1 + b l2 −l
2 c + 1. Hence, we do not need to recompute the
level of any vertex in a level l < f1 . The distance l2 −l1 might be arbitrarily huge.
The α1 levels that could be fetched into H will never be required if l1 + α1 < l2 .
Therefore we start prefetching levels into H from level f1 instead of l1 . HC will
load clusters in the local neighborhood of v2 to assign new BFS levels to adjacent
vertices.
In Section 4 we argued for simplicity that the hierarchical clustering can be
implemented using the time-forward processing technique and a priority queue.
Since we are operating on a tree we can actually omit the priority queue in
order to achieve better constant factors: we build triples (vertex, level, parent)
for each vertex in our tree and sort them by level and furthermore by parent.
Now we scan the triples and merge two adjacent elements if they have the same
parent. If there is no such adjacent element it is merged with its parent which is
considered in the next level. Hence, we store a message that its parent is already
clustered and then the parent is omitted later. For small levels these messages
fit in internal memory, for larger levels an external sorted vector is used.
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Experiments

Configuration. Our external-memory dynamic BFS implementation relies on
the STXXL library [10]. For our static EM-BFS results we used the STXXL
code from Ajwani et al. [4]. We performed our experiments on a machine with
an Intel dual core E6750 processor @ 2.66 GHz, 4GB main memory (3.5 GB
free), 3 hard disks with 500 GB each as external memory for STXXL, and a
separate disk for the operating system, graph data, log files etc. The operating
system was Debian GNU/Linux amd64 ’wheezy’ (testing) with kernel 3.2. We
compiled with GCC 4.7.2 in C++11 mode using optimization level 3.
Graph classes. For our experiments we used four different graph classes: one
real-world graph
√ with logarithmic diameter, two synthetic graph classes with
diameters Θ( n) and Θ(n) and a tree graph class that was designed to elicit poor
performance for the static BFS approach with standard Euler-tour clustering.
The real-world graph sk-2005 has around 50 million vertices, about 1.8 billion
edges and is based on a web-crawl. It was also used by Crescenzi et al. [9] and has
a known diameter of 40. The synthetic x-level graphs are similar to the B-level
random graphs in [2]. They consist of x levels, each having nx vertices (except
8

Fig. 4: Our cl n2 29 graph has the same shape as the graph in this picture but
with 1048576 lists of length 511 each. In this picture the result of an Euler tour
based clustering with µ = 6 is shown as it is used in MM BFS.

the level 0 containing only one√vertex). The edges are randomly distributed
between consecutive levels. The n-level graph graph features n = 228 nodes and
m = 1.1 · 109 edges, for the Θ(n)-level graph we have n = 228 and m = 0.9 · 109 .
The fourth graph class represents trees whose special shape are tuned to yield
√ an
Euler tour clustering that forces the static MM BFS algorithm into Ω(n/ B)
unstructured I/Os: whenever a new BFS level is reached, many new clusters are
encountered for the first time. A schematic depiction is presented in Figure 4.
In our concrete case the resulting cl n2 29 graph features about 229 nodes and
220 lists. The parameters were chosen in a way that prefetching heuristics will
not help MM BFS caching adjacency lists in main memory.
6.1

Results.

In our experiment we inserted new edges (v1 , v2 ) into the graph, where we set
v1 = s (the source of the BFS tree) and select the other vertex v2 from BFS levels
0.1 · d, 0.2 · d, ..., d where d denotes the height of the BFS tree. The experiments
were executed independently. For each inserted edge the initial BFS tree / graph
was the same. The source of the BFS tree was chosen to make the experiments
more difficult: two vertices far away from the source might have a small distance
to each other and then usually only a small fraction of the whole graph data has
to be reassigned to new BFS levels in our graph data. We measured the time for
dynamic BFS plus the time to write the result and the number of vertices that
have been updated. Experiments during the implementation showed that for a
small cluster size α2 , e. g. α2 = 64, its value is algorithmically never increased.
This leads to a high number of random I/Os. Thus we set α2 = 1024 which
causes a small amount of random cluster fetches. For smaller α2 our results were
√
slightly better for each graph class on our test machine but not for the nlevel graph. The number of elements in the hot pool H is given by the value
of α1 . For large α1 a huge hot pool H has to be scanned for each BFS level
computation. We set the initial α1 = 4 to avoid too many sequential I/Os.
Table 1 contains the time for computing static EM-BFS for each graph divided
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into the preprocessing and the BFS computation. The cl n2 29 graph stands
out with a slow BFS computation while the preprocessing is almost as fast as
the preprocessing for the other graph classes. Table 2 contains the time for the
hierarchical clustering and the time that is needed to reorganize the adjacency
lists (add cluster information to edges, sort them, ...). The clustering is slower
than the preprocessing of the static BFS because logarithmically many phases
e. g. containing Euler Tour and list-ranking computation have to be done instead
of one. Nevertheless, the computation time is still independent from the graph
class and the computation time only depends on the input size. The gain of
the hierarchical clustering is obtained in the dynamic BFS computation of the
cl n2 29 graph (details at the end of this section).

sk-2005
Time Preprocessing
0.91
Time BFS-level computation 2.41

√
n-level graph Θ(n)-level graph cl n2 29 graph
1.35
1.19
1.29
3.26
1.36
> 17

Table 1: Running time (in hours) of static EM-BFS with source 0.

sk-2005
Compute hierarchical 0.39
level-aligned clustering
Reorganization of
1.38
adjacency lists

√

n-level graph Θ(n)-level graph cl n2 29 graph
1.64
1.35
3.01
0.94

0.84

0.54

Table 2: Running time (in hours) of level-aligned hierarchical clustering.

Figure 5 contains the results of our dynamic BFS computing the updated
BFS levels. Because one vertex of the newly inserted edge is always the source,
the results mirror the local hot spots in the graph in which the update of a few
BFS levels is expensive. For example, the web graph sk-2005 has many vertices
in the levels close to the source 0. Vertices with a larger distance to the source
seem to have a list-like path to the source. Hence, an update of the BFS-levels
was very fast from vertices
√ with large distance to the source. In our experiments
the worst scenario is the n-level graph. It is the only case in which our current
implementation loses against EM-BFS for large distance between the two vertices
of the new edge.
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Fig. 5: Results of dynamic BFS. The time of each √static BFS is plotted in as
a dashed line in the left plot for sk-2005 (2.41 h), n-level graph (3.26 h) and
Θ(n)-level graph (1.36 h). The static BFS time of cl n2 29 graph was not drawn
because it is too huge with 17 hours to suit into the plot.

Results of experiments with cl n2 29 graph: as expected the hot pool of static
BFS had to go external and reads/writes Terabytes of data (input data set size:
8 GB). Therefore, static MM BFS needs more than 17 hours. Each update during
the dynamic BFS computation needed at most 0.23 hours.
Our results using hard disks were viable due to comparatively large α2 . In
experiments on a similar machine using solid state drives we were able to improve
our results. We beat the static BFS √
for each graph class in each test scenario by
using a smaller α2 = 256. For our n-level graph we were able to beat static
BFS by a factor of 1.14 in our worst case. This is explained by the fact that for
smaller α2 the work on CPU is much smaller but the I/O-time increases. It seems
that with SSDs the I/O time increases slower than the CPU-time decreases. We
plan to present more details in a full version.

7

Conclusion

We have given initial results of the first external-memory dynamic BFS implementation using a new deterministic level-aligned hierarchical clustering. Even
though we applied rather hard edge insertion scenarios our implementation was
usually faster, and for some graph classes much faster, than the static BFS implementation. We investigated the interaction of the different parameters that
influence the performance of our dynamic BFS in more detail.
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